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Xavier University Library

COUNCIL PREXY
TAKES TRIP

XAVIER UNIVERSITY STUDENT COUNCIL voted
Monday, October 11, to join the Associated Student Governments of the United States of America. Student Council also voted to send William Jeremiah, Council president, and Thomas Sopko, Junior class vice-president, as
tbeit· representatives at the Second National Conference
which will be held at Purdue University in Lafayette, In·
.diana from October 14-16.

,.---

·~.

ASG has a three-polnt pur•
pose:
One, the organization assists
student governments in becom•
ing more effective, more beneficial, and more responsive to
the needs of their students.
Two, the main concern of ASG
is to facilitate the sharing of
ideas which relate to student
government p r o gr a ms a n d
projects.
Three, ASG also promotes and
opens channels of communica•
tion and cooperation among stu•
dent governments of U. S. uni•
versities.
ASG c on c e r n s itself only
with matters which are of a non•
political nature.
The conference will be composed of seminar groups, speak•
e1·s, legislative sessions, and election of next year's Executive
Committee. ·
The speakers at the conference
will be excellent, experienced
educators from the unive1·sities
of Notre Dame, Wisconsin, and
Illinois.
Opening speaker is DR. MIRIAM A. SHELDEN, De a n of .
Women at ·the University of Illinois. She is chairman of the
Commission on Professional De"\i'elopfi}e}it .··tn the National Association of Women Deans and
Counselors. Dr. She 1 den will
speak at the opening conference ·
banquet on "Cooperation and Coordination among Student Governments, Student Organizations
and College Administrations."
DR. G. llERBERT TRUE,
author, lecturer, research psychologist, teacher and foundation
president, from the University
of Notre Dame, will discuss the
topic, "Creative Leadership."
DR. JOSEPH F. KAUFFMAN
is the dean of student affairs on

the Madison campus of the University of Wisconsin. Dr. Kauffman will speak at the Student
Body Presidents Conference on
the "Student Body Presidents'
Role in Leadership on the Campus and in the Future."
In an interview with Jeremiah,
we asked the reason for XU's
joining ASG.
First, Jeremiah stated that
Xavier has a responsibility to
advertise and sell our particular
philosophy of life. This philosophy represents a segment of the
spectrum in student philosophy.
It is our duty to make sure that
this philosophy is heard and ap•
preciated, he said.
Mr. Jeremiah s t a t e d, "We
must provide a balance that will
insure the proper direction in
national student affairs. If all
aspects of student philosophy are
not represented, then the student
movement can too easily be controlled from one extreme."
"On the other hand XU has
something to purchase. We can
too easily be isolated in our
Catholic ghetto, totally unaware
of the mainstream of student activity. For example, the Uni-

Ex-Muskie lineman George Powell and place-kicker Ray Dankel carry coach and
Student Council trophy off field after Saturday's big win.
- News (Beckman) Pltoto
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have begun agitation in order to
have a student voice on admissions boards in their universities.
It is very difficult to see such an
opinion beginning on a Catholic
campus; however, it could be
modified to benefit us here at
Xavie1"," he said.
Jel'emiah concluded, "It is a
little egotistical to assume that
Xavier has all the answers to
its problems here on its own
campus. We can benefit from
learning how others have solved
similar problems."

Pre-Law Society
Holds First Meeting
What are the best law schools
and what are their admission
policies? What opportunities a•
wait the young law school grad·
uate in our changing times? To
answer these and other questions
concerning the legal profession,
the Xavier University Pre-Legal
Committee f o u n d e d the St.
Tho111as More Pre-Law Society
in 1963.
Accordlnir to Rev. Barker I!.
Tracy, S ..J., chairman of the PreLegal Committee and mOclerator
of the Pre-Law Soele&,., &he
function of the organisation Ill.
.,&o help you decide whether &be
.law should be your career, lo
help you prepare for law u a
eareer, and to help rou enter
&he rlcht law school."
At a recent organizational
meeting of the Pre-Law Society,
Fr. Tracy welcomed approximately 70 members and stressed
the necessity of a good quality
point average as a primary coneern to law school admissions
men.
Plans of the soclety for this
semester include a visit to a
local court of law agency on
December 8, and guest speakers
from law schools. In recent years

Victory Ride for Coach Biles

the Pre-Law Society has been
privileged to hear as guest speakers, the Deans of the Boston
College, the University of Notre
Dame, Loyola University, and
the Western Reserve University
Law Schools.
THE ST. THOMAS M 0 RE
PRE-LAW SOCIETY is open to
anyone expressing an interest in
&he legal profession. Meetings
are held monthly; the next one
is scheduled for November 3 at
1:30 p.m.

Heads Ga1ne Room

To the frequenter of the Uni·
versity Centel''s new billiard- ·
lounge the visage of Frank E.
Kurleman is now a familiar
sight. He is the billiard-ball dispensing, ID-card-refunding chief
of staff of the room and of many
other student recreational activities soon to be initiated in
the center.
Mr. Kurleman is no stranger
1950
graduate of Xavier holding a
BS degree in economics. He has
remained active in Xavier affairs
since his graduation, acting as
the field public address announcer for all home games and as
the official scorer for home basketball games during the pas&
12 years.
to the campus. He is a

Since 1962 Mr. Kurleman had
been the executive director of
the Alumni Association, chairman of the Sports Attendance
Committee, moderator of the
Varsity "X" Club, the organization for alumni lettermen before
being named center recreation
director and foreign student ad·
viso1· this year.
Mr. Kurleman, a lifelong Cin•
cinnatian, graduated from Pur•
cell High School in 1944 and

- News (Beckman) Pltoto

Lounge Dir. Kurleman Checks Equipment
spent two years in the Navy be·
fore entering Xavier in 1946.
After receiving his degree, he
was employed by several major
recording companies in the field
of s a 1 e s and promotion. His
duties included meeting various
recording artists for D cc c'a,
MGM, and Kim records and arranging the sales plans to be
used in the Cincinnati area for
their recordings. In 1960 he mar•
ried the former Jean Buch, a

Will the Real Mr. Kvapil Please Stand Up!
Correction

BDITO& lloGD

Has Mr. Kvapll f o u n d the
fountain of youth? Well &he News
wishes him the bes& of luck In
his search, but no, he hasn't
found U yet. The picture of Mr.
Larry McGee on the front page
ot last week's issue erroneousl,.
earried the name of Mr. Otto
Kvapil. Please forgive us, bu&
&he,. ARE Look-alikes. 0 u r
deepest aPologies to Mr. Kvapll
ud Mr. McGee.

l'&OFESS08 KVAPIL

graduate nurse from Good Sam..
aritan Nursing School. They cur•
rently reside in Sharonville.
In addition to his many uni•
versity center activities he is
also a member of the SPEBQSA
Jne.-SocietJ' for the Preserva•
tion and Encouragement of Bar•
bershop Q u a r t e t Singing ha
America and Is a Past Grand
Knight of the Knights of Columbus Norwood Council.
Typical of his enthusiasm ancl
desire to see Xavier succeed are
his remarks concerning Sports at
Xavier s u ch as basketball:
"Great this year, greater next!''
and football: "Potentially great
- we'll match the 1949 Salad
Bowl team."
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Pare Tw•

News Platform For
Progress At Xavier:
e

.Realization by students, f1f
of extra-curriculn,.
activities for a complete educa.tion.

tmpm'tance

"Trutl1 and Integrity: A Newspaper'• Foundation•

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF .....•......•.......•.•••••••••... James Gels
EXECUTIVE EDITOR .. , ...... , ......••••••••.••.•. William Keck
l\IIANAGING EDITOR., .......• ,,, .•.••...•••.••...... John Getz
NEWS EDITOR .................................... James Boczar
~ SPORTS EDITOR ...................•..••••••••••. James Aranda
ASSOC IATE EDITOR ................ , ..•••••••..... Robert West
EVENING DIVISION EDITOR ... , ..•.••.•.••••....... Patti Romes
FEATURE EDITOR ............................ William Sollmann
COPY EDITOR .................................. Frank Sheppard
CARTOONISTS ....... Marie Bour;!eois, Dan Gardner, Bob Duncan
COLUMNISTS ....................... Jim Luken, Craig Hildebrand
·CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER ........ , •...........•... Paul Beckman
CIRCULATION DIRECTOR ...•..••• , •••••••••••.•.... Dave Long
MODERATOR ........ .' ......•.. , •••••••••. , •.••• Thomas Young
BUSINESS MANAGER .......... , ...........•....• , ... Jack Jeffre
REPORTERS ......•... Dave Skiba, John Sanders, Thomas Alter,
Mike Henson, Bob Groeneman, Jack Bulger,
Frank Geppert, Bruce Duffey, Jim Sullivan,
Wally Koral, Phil Schmidt, Pete Fitzgerald,
John Bertoni, Jack Egan, Frank Brady, Tom
Broxterman, Bill Tait, Dan Bernhardt.
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• Continued attempts to increase student interest in student government through bctt€1'
eommunicalion.

e

program.

e lncreaaed emphasi! on pr.r1onal confact between stiulent
and /ncu1t11.

e Re-evaluation of course offerh1g! to meet the demands of

Published weekly during the school year except during Tacation and examlnatloa
J>•riotle by Xaviw University, Hamilton County, E•anston. Cincinnati. Ohio •li207.
,2.on 11er year
En terM as second <IR•• ma tier October •· J 946 a& "e Post Oftlee a& Ch1eiaaa&I,
()hio under the Ac& of Karch :J. 1679.

Expansion and organization

o/ the intramural

Che incf'ecued atudent body.
'----------------------------"

Bill Keck
i

Keck Around Campus
With 14 to 3, there's not much left to say except, that for the
seniors, the win over Cincinnati last Saturday could be the most
memorable event of our graduation year. The only thing· that will
top this will be when our team brings home a 10-0 record at the
end of the season. The team has felt and carried the spirit we gave
them in last Friday's pep-rally, and the support we gave them
at the game. Today at 1:30 our spirit bell wi11 ring again in the
stadium. Be there!

•

•

•

The Better Fight Song Committee of Xavier University, chai.rmanned by Joseph Bove, has proposed the following revision to our
present fight song:
MUSKETEER FIGHT SONG
Sing a song, and singi it loud and long,
And Jct it be our pledge today;
Our Alma Mater, proud and strongOld Xavier ·for aye!
Rah! Rah! Rah!.
Ring the bell, and give a rousing ye11,
And Jet the team know that we're here;
ln victory, we'll always be
The mighty Musketeers!
JAY MORIARTY, vice-president of the sophomore class, pl'csented this song to council Monday, and after failing to gain
council's approval stated "You have not heard the last of this
5ong!" Later he continued, "I get tired singing that same damn
verse tour times every time I stand up!" For those who don't know
the present fight song, it is the same as the first verse of this
.song repeated thrice. Why not?

Just Another Opening?
The weekend of October 29~November 1
will go down in history for several reasons, among which we hope is Xavier's
sixth win, but of "equal" importance is
the significance of the Masque Society's
opening production for the 1965-66 season. Why would the Masque pick the biggest footba~l weekend of the year to
open? For several years now Xavier has
strived to install a zeal and enthusiasm
among the student partisians; now the
Masque Society seeks to directly compete
with the victory celebration after Saturday's game.
The Masque Society could argue that
by opening that week they would be contributing to the general festivities. 1\-Jaybe they feel that the Homecoming Committee and assorted other student groups,
botl1 official and unofficial, al'e not providing ad e CJ u ate entertainment for the

0 Say Can You See ... From Section ZZ?

Congratulations, Muskies, for a. hardfought and well-deserved victory Saturday night. While the happenings on the
• • •
field were more than any Xavierite could
JOE TRAUTH, president of the junior class, announced earlier want to change, the situation in the stands
1Jiis week that plans for the Junior Prom are complete. The prom left much to be desired. The biggest comth's year wi11 be held at the Lookout House on Friday, April 29, plaint voiced by Muskies before, after and
the weekend preceding the Kentucky Derby. Joe noted that from during the game concerned the seats althe planning stages, the Junior Class Advisory Board was anxious lotted to the blue and white partisans.
to make this the most successful of any prom ever held by X.
The only seats that could possibly be
• • •
At the first meeting of the Senior Class Advisory Board called worse than section ZZ would be front
by Jim Kenkel, the question of the class gift was discussed and row behind the power house. Section ZZ
the manner of collecting for it. Suggestions for the gift will be is so bad that you have to have carrier
proposed and voted on in a class meeting later this semester. pigeons to find out what is happening at
Some libernl components of the class are suggesting a mahogany bar. the other end of the field. The only possible advantage to sitting in section ZZ
• • •
For the linguist on campus, the Xavier Spanish Club is having is an unobstructed view of the scoreboard.
its first meeting this Sunday evening in the Cash Room. Two A few of the fans could only see its backyoung ladies who are natives of Latin America will speak con- side. If we ran the University of Cincincerning their respective countries. Miss Stella Del Rosario who nati we would condemn section ZZ to
attends Mount St. Joseph on the Ohio and hails from Peru wiU be our worst. enemies, and evidently that is
accompanied by Freda Hernandez of Our Lady of Cincinnati Col-.., exactly what UC did.
Of course an Xavier fans were not exiled
lcge. Both Ken Kuratko and Roger Von Vlick promise an enjoyable evening of music, refreshments, questions and answers.
to Siberia. We did have a few stalwart

•

•

•

PHI ALPHA Pl will hold a victory party for all the in.-town
F•1porters of our team Saturday night at Listerman's Cafe from
fl to 1. Bill Bischoff, president of the fraternity, mentioned that the
!' '.0-0 will include pretzels, chips, setups, all the beer you can
drink. and the music of the New Four Band.

•

*

•

• •

Nothing o! any interest is happening on other campuses this
week, a Jthough l,uci Johnson is fully enrolled in Geor«e&own Uni'VCrsib'. TOJU DIVERS, a past editor on the staff of the Georgetown
Jloya, sent in a clipping of a feature article on Miss Johnson. Because the Washington papers are making a great to-do over her
11ttencling Georgetown Nursing School, the Hoya decided to prefJent a 1000-word article with pictures and quotes. However, nowhere in the article was Luci's name mentioned or that of her
:father. The article refers to Miss Johnson as the "Honorary Degree Holder's Daughter," and states "that she had alyaws wanted
to be a nurse and that 'before her father had gotten into thia mess'
ahe thought it would be a fairly simple job."

followers cleport.ed to -section I. Choosing
between the two sections is like asking
a condemned prisoner if he would rat lier
be shot or hanged-what's the differe11c<~?
In fact, the only good Xavier seats in lhe
house were the six rows between the ten
and forty-yard lines, which were filled hy
two to three hundred students an hour
before the kick-off.
This situation wouJd not be so bad if
this were the first year it had occmre1l,
but this seating arrangement has prevail~d
for years. UC seems to think that becmrne
they have the larger student body, the
Jarger stadium, and that we meet on tJJeir
field every year they have the right . lo
split the Xavier cheering section into five
or six groups, separated by thousarnJs of
UC fans, effectively preventing a coordinated cheering block. We think tJmt
it is about time that this stops.
How about it, Muskies? Are we going
to be satisfied with f!teerage passage?
P.S. Section ZZ bas splinters.

A Social Service
COLLEGE OF MT. ST. ·JOSEPH

•

Tl"e dorm students may be interested in knowing that WCXU
,,.;II begin its new year of broadcasting the week of October 25.
X<tvier's station, operating on a closed circuit frequency of 000 kc,
promises to give the students a good balance of music and news
in the coming semester.

flock of guests which wm be on campus.
Maybe the Masque ls seeking to help the
students show their guests that Xavier
really appreciates their attendance at the
game and weekend festivities.
Granted that these might be un,forlying reasons for the decision of the society, but it still leaves two questions unanswered. First, why choose such an inopportune time? Why doesn't the Masque
Society coordinate its activities with the
Homecoming Committee and only rnise
the curtain on Friday and Sunday, leaving Saturday solely to the Homecomi~g
Dance? Secondly, why choose as their
opening offering an evening with e e cummings - a rerun?
Faced with these .objections maybe it
would be wise to postpone opening again
until a later date or merely drop the Saturday night performance.

Wen
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L(~tters l<l

tl1e Editor

'Xavier Offers More Than Books;
Entertainment ls An Education
. ' 'rO THE EDITOR OF THE NEWll:

·

Dea1· Sir:
We would like to comn1ent
on the letter written by Clarence E. Mitchell, Class of '69.
··He has noted that, since the
freshman class has been here
for approximately four weeks,
"a great span of time," they are
no longer high school boys, but
men. We would like to infot'm
·· · ML Mitchell that being called a
· man does not necessarily come
when one enters college. A person becomes a man when he
.. ,prnves to himself and others that
he deserves such a title.
11

•

"The freshman should learn
... that intellectual improvement is
, _. their main concern as college
sludents." However, Clarence
should note that intellectuality
does not come from reading
books 90% of the conscious day.
It is something gained by an ex. : ploration of all that Xavier has
. to offer. There is no single code
or one specific formula for be.· ·Ing a success at the college level.
Because Xavier is dedicated to
the liberal arts, one cannot only
search in one or two at·eas in ob" .. taining his liberal background.
, This brings us around to Mr.
, ". Mitchell's condemnation of so"' cializing, He states that freshmen
"a1·e led astray by the upperclassmen who manage to stay in
'..Ii c h o o 1 by exerting minimal
eifol't.''
,/:
, .. In one breath he says that we
are fortunate enough to have
. ' some very outstanding y o u n g

···:Spirit Helps Band;
·,,.Job Now Easier
To the Student Body;
On behalf of the Xavier University Muskie Band, I would
like to express my sincere app1·ecia tion to you, the student body,
for your tremendous reception of
the band at UC. Your vote of
' .confidence instilled in the band
that highly competitive spil'it
: , . which is essential to a good per:, ·formance.
· ' It has always been our objec: · 'tive to boost the spirit and help
: . ·heighten the morale of the Xav;: · :iet• teams. Your vigor and en,. _: thusiasm makes out· job that
: ·•much easier.
.
We believe that the student
· · body should be commended for
. : . 'its spirit and the pride that
! ' ' it displayed in a fine Xavier
' '·tradition.
I!•,

Sincerely yours,
Ed Jung, Band Pl'esident.

I\

i''.Council, Comics
j,,,Good Additions
·~l'TO

THE EDITOR 01' TUE NEWS:

This year's Xavier News has
added two features which, I
feel, enhance the quality of your
. weekly publication. 0 n e is the
cunningly satiric comic strip,
Hostile Sloth. The other is Craig
Hildebrand's Couaell la Review.
According to rumor, HostUe
Slotla is modeled on the doings
of a semi-mythical Xavier stu. dent. Whoever he may be, Bos•
tile Slotb embodies man7 of the
characteristics of th e typical
Xavier student in such a way as
to render him an epic hero of
sorts.
And Coaaell la &eylew with
its pithy and incisive comments
on student government is certainly a boon to every Xavier
1tudent who is interested in student atrain.
George Craig,
Husman Hall.

freshmen, and in another breath
he says that they are all susceptible to the influence of upperclassmen. He says this so generally that an observer reading this
letter mightwell conclude that
Xavier has become a haven for
alcoholics, sex deviates, and potential criminals.
What is wrong, we ask, with
the Tally-Ho, Dana Gardens,
and the Mug, which exist as the
sole and inexpensive entertainment for some students at an allmale school? These, we think,
are also a source for ~ucation.
The student can either accept
or reject what he finds there.
But if a college student is a
"man" as you say, then lets let
him make his own choice.
Respectfully,
Phil Gasiewicz,
Frederic Gerard Burke,
Class of 1968.

A Proud Jesuit
TO THE EDITOR 011' THE NEWS:

Hearty congratulations to our
inspiring Xavier team and to all
responsible for the well-earned
victory over UC. Those exciting Xavier men did a fine job
in administering the coup-degrace to a formidable Bearcat
squad. After the game, there
was ample evidence that my
poor pipe had suffered much
from blast furnace activity and
a severe mauling - the adjacent
row of black-clad figures were
not exactly passive spectators
either.
Again, congratulations and
best wishes for continued success from a justly proud Xavier
Jesuit.
Brother Bill Quegan, S.J.

"So Wrong"
TO 'l'IIE EDITOR OF 'l'IIE NF:WS:

I see that the ft·eshman pl'O•
phet, Clarence E. Mitchell, has
blessed his class with another
inspired sermon.
Mr. Mitchell certainly seems
to hav_e_ learned a great deal
about college life in the few
weeks that he's been a "man.''

I don't mean to criticize Clarence's aim and intentions, for
they are indeed admirable. But
even so, he is lleing a bit ideal•
istic to say the least.
Clarence is highly incort'ect
when he assumes that Xavier
University sets the moral standards for its students, or for anyone. He is even more incorrect
when he surmises that the
upperclassmen of Xavier attempt
to complete their college education with "minimal effort,"
setting a pattern for all freshmen to follow. In short, Clarence
is wrong on so many points that
I would need your whole news. paper to expound them,

It every student devoted 90%
of his "conscious day" to his
academic studies (as Clarence
pretends he does), what would
become of the student newspaper, the yearbook, the glee
club, the football team, the band,
Student Council-just to mention a· few.
Thank God all of the "men"
on our campus don't think like
Clarence E. Mitchell.
Sincerely,

lay Moriarty, '68.

Agree Xavier Man
Not A "Slob"

Pace Three

Float Outlook Bright;
New System Cited

TO Till!: EDITOR OF THE NEWS:

Dear Sirs:
The subject of this letter is
with regard to the item written
by Alvin C. Gay and appearing
in the October 8 i s s u e of the
News.

To make this year's Homecoming a success, special emphasis is being placed upon the
float parade. Arter the confusion
of the past few years, the homecoming committee has initiated
a new system for the judging
of the floats.
The floats will be judged accoording to:
INGENUITY, which includes
skill and cleverness of design,

First of all, we would like to
p o i n t out the fa c t that as
members of the Class of 1968,
we also hold the distinction of
being the largest class ever to
enter Xavier University. We are
also sure that the classes of 1967
and 1966 can claim this distinction. We would also like to quesAPPROPRIATENESS, which
tion the authority of Mr. Gay in
means that the theme of the
. stating that his class possesses
"an abundance of ability and fluat must be in some way conpotential rarely exhibited by a nected te> the XU-Villanova footfreshman class in the past few ball game, and also comply with
the main theme, "Happiness X
years."
. is
"
If, as t h is knowledgeable
freshman states, the Xavier man
EXECUTION, which includes
has continually deteriorated in
the past years, why should an
incoming class such as he described lower itself in supporting
In contrast to the rather dissuch a den of iniquity, We disappointing results of the higher
pute the inferrence that th~
intensity pi·ograms (H.I.P.) in
Xavier graduate is not a respected man in his community. Mr. Philosophy is the success of a
Gay has obviously not cared to similar venture in economics.
The economics department h::is
inspect the Placement Board distwo H.I.P. sections at the p1·esplaying the numerous opportunent time in the Principles of
ities for positions both lucrative
Economics course. This is the
and t·cspected. They are offcr·ed,
basic course for Economics main many cases, with especially
jors and is taken in the freshthe Xavier "slob" in mind, as
man year if the student is in the
Mr. Gay would title him.
college of business administraWe would like to applaud the
tion or in the sophomore yea 1·
efforts of this Messiah who will if he is in the college of arts
lead us from our Misgiving. We
and sciences.
are equally sure that the alumni
As a screening device to keep
and present student body of
Xavier thank you for your kind the classes at a desirable size,
this year students needed a qualwords.
ity point average of 3.0 or betDisrespectfully,
ter for sophomores or a score
Patrick O'Connor,
of 590 or better on the entrance
Gary Guarino,
exam for freshmen, Dr. Wing
Class of 1968.
and Mr. Mastrianna who teach

Econ H.l.P.

discussion in mixed groups from
both schoo!s. An informal social will conclude the day of
realization in the evening.
Tim Knight, who is in char·ge
of this first trip, firmly asserts
that "the Xavier Sodalisls are
highly enthusiastic about sharing
their concepts of Sodalily with
the Mercyhurst girls." The group
will return to Xavier via Cleveland Sunday afternoon •

The program, starting Saturday
morning, consists of four talks
which will develop the theme of
"R e l a t i n g Christ to the In-·
Crowd." The highlights of each
talk are then made topics of

appearance,

and

To attract mo1·e and better
floats the committee has raised
the building appropriution lo $50
instead of the p1·evious $25. In
addition, a rnlating trophy will
be given to the fin;t pince float
by student council. The dorm
council will also give a trophy
to the best dorm floa l.
A plan must be submitted to
the Float Committee on or before Oct. 21, 1965. The building
of the floats may commence
wheneve1· the facilities permit.
Rules for float preparation
can be picked up at Fr. Ratlerman's office in the University
Center.

Successfu.l

Sodalists Travel to Erie;
Sell Christ to Coeds
Approximately 50 members of
the Xavier Sodality are leaving
today in a 10-car caravan for
Mercyhurst College, Ede, Pa.,
io take part in a Sodality-sponsored day of realization.

workmanship,
beuuty,

the twe> sections describe
program as a fine success.

the

The Economics department is
also making changes in some of
the other. courses. The Intcrmccliate E c on om i c Analysis
course, an advance sludy and
analysis of fundamental con•
cepts, will soon be t·etitled as
Micro-Economic Analysis. The
course entitled Business Cycle
Analysis has already undergone
a revision in regard to the de•
scription of the dynamics of the
tolal economic picture and how
it can be controlled,
The course now concentrate9
more on describing how the
economy can maintain a basic
upward trend instead of viewing
periodic recessions as inevitable.
This course will soon be retitle<!
as Macro-Economic Analysis.
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CAN
A
PRIEST
BE
A
MODERN

i.,y~t
,)

~

• The Paulist Father is a moder1
man in every sense of the word. He
is a man of this age, cognizant of
An article on Melville's "Beni- been published in the "Benito the needs of modern men. He is
to Cereno," written by M1·s. Cereno Handbook," edited by free from stifling formalism, is a
Marjorie C. Dew, assistant propioneer in using contemporary
fessor of English at Xavier, has Seymour Gross.
ways to work with, for and among
100 million· non-Catholic Amer·
icans. He is a missionary to his own
people-the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to ful•
fill his mission, is encouraged to
call upon his own innate talents to
presenu
help further his dedicated goal.

Dew Article in Cereno Handbook

Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra

DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET
PAUL DESMOND • JOE MORELLO • GENE WRIGHT

Saturday, Oct. 23, 8:00 P.M., Music Hall
Brubeck plays "Brandenburg Gate" with orchestra,
aeveral numbers alone.

*

TICKETS SI.St,

SYMPHONY BOX OfFICE -

S~.H,

NATIONAL VOCATIONS DllECTOI

SUS. SS.St

415 RACE ST. -

• If the vital spark of serviiig God
through man has been ignited in
you, why not pursue an investigation of your life as a priest? The
Paulist Fathers have developed a1
aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his life to
God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most impor•
tant decision of your life. Write for
it today.

PAULIST FATHERS
415 WEST 59tll STREET

241-2538

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10011
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XU
DEFENSE
THWARTS
BEARCATS
Early Aerials Stand Up
Frosh Drop
Opener As
·~in Bid Fails

For 14-3 Upset Victor)1i
By AL FOWLER, News Sports Reporter

Determined, dedicated, and not to be denied, the Xavier
Musketeers took the field against their arch-rival UC ·
Bearcats at Nippert Stadium Saturday night before 26,000
people and walked off with a 14-3 win.
'fhe victory extended the Muskies' winning streak to
four in a row without the taste of defeat. The victory
didn't come easy, but BiJes' boys were equal to the occasion.
It was a near perfect night
for football a n d both teams
managed to keep the enthuiastic
crowd on the edge of their seats.
From the opening kick off to
the final gun, the game was just
what the experts had predictcdhard-fought and clcse.

UC won the toss and took Ray
Dankel's opening kickoff on its
own 7-yard line and carried it
to the Bearcat 27. Staying entirely on the ground UC moved
from its 27-yard line to the
Xavier 6 in 12 plays. There the

Williams-Abramowicz combination was good for 29 yards and
a first down on the UC 34-yard
line.
Four plays later a Williams
guided missile came to rest in
the out-stretched arms of Dan
Abramowicz in the end zone on
a down-and-out pattern: and
with 1:35 left in the first quarter Xavier was on the scoreboard. Dankel's kick was good
and the rampaging Muskies had
a 7-0 lead at the end of the first
quarter,
UC took the kick off and
moved down the field to the
Muskie 14-yard line. B u t the
Xavier defense refused to yield
any more ground and Cincinnati
had to settle for a 37-yard field
goal by Tom Sobolewski and
with 9:50 remaining in the half
the scoreboard read Xavier 7,
UC 3,

Muskie defense stiffened and
halted the Cincinnati drive by
throwing UC's Mike Flaherty
for a five-yard loss on· a fourth
<lown and five situation.
The Mu ski e offensive unit
took over, and under the guidance of quarterback Carroll Williams began to move. A five
yard p en a 1 t y and slippery
ground forced Xavier to punt,
however. The Xavier defense
led by Jim Louder and Mike
Bonnano held again and Williams and company were back
in business on the XU 37-yard
line. Williams applied some of
his a e r i a 1 dynamics and the
Muskies were on their way. The

THE NEWS'

By llM ARANDA
News Sports Editor

-News (Beckman) Photo

Fullbae• Mike .Junker sweeps right end tor short yardage In the
first quarter of las& Saturday's win over cross town rival Cincinna&J.
moved all the way down to the
Xavier 5-yard I in e where it
ltad a first down and goal to go.
There the Muskies' durable defense sta«ecl one of ihe finest
goal line stands in the sehool's
history, On fourth down and
goal on the Xavier 2-yard line,
Jackson r o 11 e d out and was
dropped for a two-yard loss by
Jack Evans. The Muskie offense
took over on the four and proeeeded to run the elock ou&.
The Musketeer defense continued to sparkle throughout the
entire second half. The Bearcats
controlled the ball most of the
time and twice more moved inside the XU 25-yard line. But
each time the Muskies got tough
and 1·efused to let the frustrated
Bearcats penetrate the goal line.

XAVIER quickly retaliated.
Terry Brown return e d Hiil's
kickoff to the Xavier 43. This
time it took Williams only three
plays to hit pay dirt. Once again
Early in the third quarter the
it was through the air. Jim Davis
got behind the Bearcat second- Muskies put the rush on Tony
ary and took Williams' home- Jackson. Jim Louder tipped one
run bomb 55 yards for Xavier's of Jackson's passes into the arms
second touchdown. Dankel add- of XU's Terry Lyons on the Cined the extra point and the cinnati 33. The Muskies moved
Muskies were on top 14-3. Al- to the UC 20 but were stopped
though neither team scored after there. Ray Dankel's field goal
attempt fell short of its mark
that, the game was far from
over. It was at this point that and the Bearcats once again had
the defense took charge and the ball.
preserved the Muskies' fourth
After an exchange of punts,
victory.
Cincinnati got the ball at the
UC began another drive on Xavier 31-yard line and moved
Its own 33-yard line and with in to the 18. The Muskies apTon7 .Jaeksoa leading the way, plied the pressure once again
and took over on downs on their
own 21-yard line. They could
get only as far as their own 32yard line and had to call on
George Wilson to punt again.
This time the Bearcats began
a sustained drive on their 21yard line which was halted on

Players of the Week

JIM DAVIS

DENNY CAPONI

Otrenslve Player of the Week:
.Jim (Deacon) Davis, 5'11, 179Madison, Wis., was in the right
place at the right time last
Saturday night against Cincinnati. Early in the second quarter
with Xavier leading 7-0, Davis
broke into the clear, hauled in
Carroll Williams' pass, and raced
30 more yards into the end zone
tor the Muskies' second score.
These seven points gave XU
a 14-3 lead. Xavier was able to
play a conservative, ball.:.control
type of game the rest of the way,
As a sophomore last year,
David led the team in rushing
tvith 451 yards and had an aver•
qe 01 4.8 ,yards per carry.

Defensive Pla,.er of the Week:
Denny Caponi remembered last
year's UC game, the one Xavier
Jost 35-6. He was prepared to
stop Jackson, Banks, Rexstis and
Bailey and the rest of the Bearcats. Denny made 11 tackles, had
eight assists, and intercepted one
pass. He was the leader of the
defensive unit that made all the
clutch plays,
Caponi, a 6'1, 181 pound junior
from Owasso, Michigan, played
fullback last year, but switched
to defensive halfback d u r i n g
spring workouts. Den n y won
All-State honors as a Michigan
prep star, but now makes hill
home .in Paris, Tenn.

the Xavier 22-yard line by Denny Caponi's timely interception.
The two teams exchanged punts
again. Xavier had the ball on
the XU 35 when Williams wa1
hit and fumbled. UC recovered
on the Xavier 40. Jackson maneuvered the Bearcats to the
JO-yard line but a fourth down
Jackson pass went incomplete
off John Smidley's fingertips at
the goal line.
Aided by a rougbing the kicker penalty, the Muskies managed
to control the ball for the remainder of the game. That gave
Xavier its ninth win in 22 contests with Cincinnati and its first
victory since 1962.
Final statistics showed that in
total offense UC bested XU 320
yards to 153 yards, but where it
really counted-on the scoreboard-the Muskies had the
edge. The final statistics also
showed the fine jobs done by
Jinebackers Jim Lou d er and
Mike Bonnano. The Muskies
fake on Ohio U. in Athens tomorrow in quest of victory number five.

How X's Foes Fared
Kent State 24, Miami 13.
Marshall 10, Quantico 9.
Toledo 21, Ohio U 7.
Auburn 30, Chattan00«a 7.
Washington State 28, VIiianova 14.
Louisville 34, Dayton O.
Texas West e r n 35, Colorado
State O.

The Xavier University fresh•
man football team opened its
1965 campaign on October 7 by
dropping a 7-8 decision to the
Flyers of Dayton in a game
played in mud and rain. Dayton
is now undefeated in two games,
having scored an earlier 21-0
triumph over the Miami fresh•
men.
After a scoreless first quarter,
Dayton blocked a Xavier punt
and recovered on the XU HIyard line. Six plays later Don
Ragon plunged over from the
one with 5:52 remaining in the
half. Bill Prinz added the extra
point and the Flyers had seven
points on the scoreboard.
The Little Muskies took aa.
'7antage of a Dayton fumble late
in the first half to chalk up their
firs& m. Xavier reeovered the
loose ball on UD's 29-yard line
and QB Jel'l'y Buckmaster tossed
23 yards to end Harold Joyce for
the touchdown. The l\luskies
went for a two-point conversion
a.nd the lead, but Bill Waller
was stopped short of the goal
line. This was the scoring stor,.
of the entire game, as the slopp7
playing conditions contained the
otrensive attacks of both •teams.
Final score: Dayton 7, Xavier 6.
Coach Jim Dougherty said that
he was pleased with the team's
performance. He pointed out
that our freshmen have had only
:fjve days' practice together. The
squad did not begin practice
until September 20 and is used
as a- scout squad to prepare the
varsity for their next opponent.
This greatly limits the number
(lf fresh practice sessions. ·
"This is a team with a lot of
desire and will to win," com·
rnented Dougherty. "All in all,
we did a good job against Day•
ton.n
1

WE MAKE OUR
DOUCH FRESH DAILY

OHIO

WE DELIVER

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
3618 Mona.omer,. . . . .

EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
Few Blocks North of the Donn

BACHELOR SERVICE

FLUFF DRY BUNDLES
. . .HOUR

••n•c• •

HOT FOOi
HGT and FAST
IN HEATED CARTS

PHONE

731-8200

All the Pizza
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Pare Five

Cheerleaders Provide Sparr,
Deters, a senior psychology
The 1965 Xavier checrleading
squad is trying, and succeeding, major, is in his fourth year as a
to arouse Muskie fans to active- Xavier cheerleader. Other male
ly support their Musketeers at
. athletic events. Again led by members of the squad arc senBob Deters, the cheerleaders set iors Al Haas and Lee Burke.
BJ' JIM ARANDA
From the Evening College come
about their task greatly imNews Sports Edl&or
pressed by the increased spirit Sue Guerity and last year's
homecoming queen, Mary HartIt's amazing what a winning team can do for a school Xavier around the campus.
is a good example, The campus, its buildings and its stude~ts have
never looked better. The students are happy and smiling, especially
when they talk football. The "all for one and one for all" motto
of Xavier is beginning to be a reality on campus. All this is due
we think, to the perfect 4-0 record of our Xavier eleven.
'
Nobody loves',a pessimist. He is a person who always predicts
failure. A pessimist says "it can't happen," when it will; "she won't
I? to Homecoming with me," 'and she does accept; "we've never
done it that way," but now we are.
A pessimist would say "Xavier can't win their first four games,"
but that's just what the Muskies did. After the Quantico game, a
p~ssimist would have said, "Very good, but they won't beat UC.''
Last Saturday, Xavier downed the Bearcats 14-3. A pessimistic
XU fan would say, "We never have relied so much on passing
before," but with Carroll Williams. at quarterback, we pass often.
It works.
Orville Wright flew his airplane 120 feet. Guglielmo Marconi
sent his telegraph messages across ·the ocean. Beethoven was deaf,
Thomas Edison, the great inventor, had poor grades in school.
Winston Churchill lisped duripg childhood. These men, who might
have been counted out before they even began, somehow turned
-News (Beckman) Photo
history against pessimism. They were not willing to accept the
First Row: Sue Guerity, Mary Hartlaub, and Mardee Reardon.
impossible, the improbable, the inevitable.
Second Row: Lee Burke, Bob Deters, and Al Haas.
The Muskies of Xavier opened their season with a victory
over a highly-rated Kent State squad. They spotted Miami a 21-point
lead before turning apparent defeat into a 29-28 win. XU bowled
over experienced, pro-like Quantico 28-12. Last week in Nippert
Stadium they beat Cincinnati 14-3. Not once did the Bearcats carry
The Xavier Univer~ity sailing firsts and one third, Rusty Felter
the ball across the Xavier goal. The 1965 Muskies are doing a fine
and John Esposito each took a
job of ridding the XU campus of any pessimists. They are not will• team placed seventh in . a field
third, and Bob Gadlage took a
of 10 at the Pennell Trophy Reing to accept any prediction of defeat or failure.
second. The poor start proved
Call it what you like: determination, fighting spirit, inner drive. gatta held last Saturday and
too much to overcome, and the
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale calls this triumph of "can do," the Sunday on the Scioto River in
XU sailors were not able to race
Power of Positive Thinking. It does not matter what you call it; Columbus under the sponsorship
what matters is that it is there in the attitude of the Xavier foo~ of Ohio Wesleyan University. past seventh place.
Individually Tom Grogan led
ball team. They are out to prove that at Xavier there is no such Final scores were: 1) Ohio State,
the Muskie crew in scoring with
thing as pessimism.
162 points; 2) Kent State, 160;
For the man who is challenged by the pessimist's cry of "it 3) Ohio Wesleyan, 156; 4) De- 40 points, followed by Rusty
won't work" or "it's a lost cause," the future holds many rewards. Pauw, 154; 5) Wayne Slate, 150; Felter with 32, John Esposito
The Muskies must keep up their "we will win" attitude. Let's re- 6) Wooster, 120; 7) Xavier, 110; with 25, Bob Gadlage with 22,
member that we still h_ave six games to play. We hope that through- 8) Ohio U., 107; 9) Detroit, 98; ahcl Tom Germann with 7. High
point skipper of the regatta was
out the rest of the season, the Muskies will recall these words 10) Cincinnati, 73.
John Leonard of Ohio Wesleyan.
of patriot John Paul Jones-: "We have not yet begun to fight."
Despite finishing s e v e n t h ,
The Musketeers finished in the
DIRECTIONS TO OHIO UNIVERSITY IN ATHENS: Here's the lower half of the fleet in the Xavier manage<l to beat UC,
route to Saturday's game: Take I-71 to Washington Court House first few races, but they grad- stretching the sailors' winning
exit. Then follow Route 22 from Washington Court House to· Lan- ually regained t h e i r winning streak o v e r the Bearcats to
caster. Pick up Route 33 in Lancaster and follow it all the way to ways as Tom Grogan took two seven, dating back to last spring.
·Athens. Driving time: three hours and 15 minutes. Game time:
"COCA•COLA" AND "COllC" Mii: llCQISTCRCD tl010C·MA""8
WtllCH IDCHTlr'I' ONl.'I' THC f'ROOUCT or THC COCA•COLA COMPl.MY.
1:30 EST. Price of tickets: $3.00.
·····••,•-=:··.·.·.·.:.··••"''''"''

A Spirited Group

faub, both chcerl2::iding veterans.
Marclce Reardon is a newcomer
to the squad.
Deters is especially haPP1'
about the spirit shown so far this
year. "This year's spirit is the
most \•ital that has been seen in
my four years at Xavier and the
l'ffect on the t ·:-'.-i's mol'alc is
ob\•ious. I would hope that It
will continue and increase dur:.
ing the remainder of the football
season and into basketball and
baseball," he commented.

Neither rain
nor snow
nor heat
nor Liz

Sailors Seventh at Regatta

•

• •

• • •

WHERE mEY ARE mlS WEEK: Kent State (3-1) at Western
Michigan; Marshall at Miami (1-3); Quantico (0-3) at Dayton
(0-4); Cincinnati (2-2) at George Washington; Chattanooga (2-1-1)
plays Middle Tennessee; Villanova (0-3) at Delaware; Toledo (3-1)
at Bowling Green; Texas Western (4-0) at Wyoming; Xavier (4-0)
at Ohio U. (0-4). See you next week.
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Scouting Report on Ohio University
Team: Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.
Record: Won 0, Lost 4. Seores: West Texas State 7, Ohio U. O;
Maryland 17, Ohio U. 7; Kent State 27, Ohio U. 10; Toledo
21, Ohio U. 7.
Read Coaeb: Bill Hess, Ohio U. '47.
Years at Ohio: In his eighth year.
Reeord at Ohio: 46-24-2 (includes four games this year).
Jleeord vs. Xavier: Won 3, Lost 3.
Ofleme: T-Pro with the I. Primarily a ball control team
that likes to stick to its running game.
Defense: 5-4 defense. Do not shoot the linebackers very often.
Top Offensive Backs: Sammy Fornsagilo, QB, 5-10, 175 pounds.
Can throw well. Played for XU as a sophomore and threw
two TD passes. Missed Toledo game, but should be ready.
, •• Wes Danyo, QB, senior, 5-10, 175. Played in place of
Fornsaglio against Toledo and led team to win. . . . Dave
Boykin, FB, senior, 5-8, 200•••• Wash Lyons, FB, junior,
5-11, 170.
Top Offensive Linemen: John Edwards, end, junior, 6-0, 160.
· , • • Dave Mueller, end, sophomore, 5-11, 195. • • . Bob
Blaine, tackle, junior, 6-2, '240.••. Lars Schvartz, guard,
5-11, 210, a junior•••• John Smith, center, 6-1, 215, a
sophomore.
Top Defenalve Baeks: Jerry Jewson, linebacker, 6-0, 195, a
junior•.•• Dougi Fagan, cornerman, senior, 6-1, 198 .••. Bob
Anderson, haltback, senior, 5-7, 165 •••• Glenn Hill, halfback, senior, 5-7, 175.
'l'op Defenalve Linemen: Bill Biggs, end, junior, 8-0, 200. • ••
Chuck Turner, tackle, aenior, 8-3, 225 .••• Willard Parr,
tackle, junior, 8·3, 270 pounds.
Wrap-ap: This ls a much better team than its record indicates.
They have played some tough teams. Although defense
has not been shooting linebackers in past, it is likely to
change against an offense such as Xavier's. Psychologically,
they have everything going :for them: they have not yet
won a game, it is their Home<'oming, and they will be
looking for revenge after XU's 23-19 victory last yeal'.
Should be a real dogfight. Will take all-out effort for
Xavier to win.

can ever
wrinkle
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Press-Free
Post-Grads

Girl talk. Boy talk.
'All talk goes better refreshed.
·.Coca-Cola - with a lively lift

arid never too sweet - refreshes best..
things

go

b~m:th·

Col.re
-·· •
llottlld l#Mler the authority of The Coca-Cola Company &llf i
Cincinnati ~a-Cola Bottlinl! Worka <:-.

Nothing puts a crease in
these pants where a crease
doesn't belong. They hold
their crisp, neat look hour
after hour. No matter how
often they get washed, they
never, ever need ironing.
Trimly tapered with belt
loops and cuffs. Colors and
fabrics for casual and dress
1Near. 65% Dacron® polyes-,
ter / 35% cotton, $6.98. Flannels, hopsacking, reverse
twists,Acrilan®acrylic, $7.98. ·
(Slightly higher in the West.)
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M.l.S. Styles Now at Two Locatio•

745 SWIFTON CENTER
and WE--:"ERN VILLAGE
CAcross fro111 Western Hilli P1111t.
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Craig Hildebrand
•

Co11ncil

ID

Student Council seems to be
in p e r p e tu a 1 motio11, but the
question is in what dit'cction?
Ou1· amateurish lawmakers during two ludicrous meetings, last
week presented a total of 14
motions.
One inspiring legislative maneuver was the h and l i n g of
whether Council should s e n d
delegates to th e Associated
Student Governments Convention at Purdue University. This
seemingly simple matter of business took two meetings before a
final decision was made. Bill
Keck felt that this organization
had not previously benefited
Xavier so he motioned t h a t
Council do not .send delegates to
the convention. Jim Boczar, who
was not quite sure or the merits
of the Assoc i a t e d Student
Governments, motioned t h a t
Council table Mr. Keck's motion
until furthe1· investigation could
be made.
Two days la:ter, Council met
again to determine whether to
send or not to send delegates to
the ASG convention. The first
matter of business was to vote
on the tabled motion or the last
meeting, This motion failed. The
only significant thing about the
outcome of that vote was that
Council knew that they were not
going to not send delegates, but
this did not mean that they
were going to send delegates.
This led to an affirmative
motion to send dele~ates to the
convention. Immediately there a
motion to amend this new motion

Review

I

by having it state in the original
motion that the delegates would
·have to pay for their own expenses. The \•ote on the amendment to the motion failed, forcing a vote on the motion as it
had been originally stated that
Council send delegates to the
ASG convention. This did finally
pass, but it formed the groundwork for still one further motion,
Now Council knew that they
were definitely sending some sort
of representation to Purdue University, but they were not quite
sure as to the number of delegates to be send nor how the expenses should be paid. Jim Boczar's solution came in the form
of a motion. He stated that Student Council send two· delegates
and that Council should pay the
registration and boarding expenses at Purdue, forcing the
two delegates to pay for their
traveling expenses. Minutes after
Jim Buczar's motion passed, Bill
Jeremiah and Tom Stopko were
chosen as Xavier's delegates.
O n e disillusioned observer
who witnessed his first Council
farce stated that he felt as if he
were watching one of those situation comedies on television
whose sponso1·s were about to
cancel the sel'ies.
Ir more students attended the
Student Council meetings they
would embarrass the councilmen
into conducting intelligent and
efficient meet~s. There is no
mystery as to where you can
find these meetings. They are
held every Monday at 1: 30 p.m.
in the Cash Room of Logan Hall.

HEm SITllllV.,
SllDIY SPBlll

Frosh Elections •••
Nineteen Run;
Four Seats

Freshmen class officers for the
year will be elected at a convocation of the class of '69 in
the Armory on Monday, October
18th, at 1:30 p.m. The election
will mark the end of a week of
marathon campaigning by the
19 candidates.
Due to the record number of
office-seekers, the speeches will
be limited to two minutes each
and will be followed immediately by balloting. Those who will
be unable to attend Monday's
balloting will be able to 1 cast
their votes on Tuesday between
8 a.m. and 2 p.m. at the Dean
of Men's office. Final tabulations
will be made at 2 p.m. that afternoon.
All interested observers are
invited to attend the vote counting, tentatively scheduled for the
Cash Room, Logan Hall. Proced ure should take about two
hours and results will be posted.
Somethlnc new in the ·eleeHoa
this y e a r is the use Of 19
ditJerent ballots instead or one.
In past elections, analysis or &he
ballots east dlselosed that the
candidate's name whe headetl
the ballot was invariably eleeted.
The use of 19 different ballots will assure equal advaatace &o all candidates, siaee eaell
candidate's name will laead &lie
list on aa e 11 u a I number el
ballots.

See

HONDAS
VALLEY

$5.00 Per Day Plus 10¢ Per Mile

AT

Entire Week -End $15.00, Plus 10¢ Per Mile

5 P.M. FRIDAY THROUGH 8 P.M. SUNDAY
Rent a new Chevy II or other fine compact all day Saturday or all day Sunday. This special low rate includes
insurance and gas. And only Hertz offeri Certified
Service, your guarantee of compl!te rental satisfaction.

-fililv-·w

let Hl!rll put y_gu
In llH! driul!r's seall
624 WALNUT ST.

jH•lfl'Z/

HOIDA SALES
Honfl•

Speeialists
SALES - SERVICE - PARTS
6705 VINE STREET
Cineinnatt. Ohle t5!11

Pho• 821-1113

PHONE 241-8079

Norwood Dairy Queen
3915 Montgomery Rd.

Norwood, Ohio

Just 5 minutes awar from all X.vier Dorms

FREE DELIVERY on All Orders of

Parks anywhere

sa.oo or More

A Honda needs a mere 3'x6'
1.,.CC to he perfectly c0ntent. And that puts
an automobileoa
a spot, about a mile away from
its destination.
There are other sides to Honda, too. Hondas are &eade
ishly frugal. A gallon of gas will carry you up to 20l)mpf,
depending on which of the 15 Honda models )"ou're
driving. And insurance bills shrink to practieall1'0.01hi°'9
A.a for upkeep, a Honda needs little.
Tho shining example above is the remarkable Honda
50. It sells for about $215•. And there are H more illodell
to choose from. Look them over.
See theHondarepresentativeonyourcampusorwrltes
Amerioaa Honda Motor Co., Inc., Department C2; IOI ·
West Alondra Boulevard,
Gardena, California 90247.

We Fcatflre a Com11lete Menri of

SANDWICHES, SALADS and DESSERTS

• Inside Service •
Booths. Stools and Counters For Your Convenience

Plenty of Free Parking
Be Sure and See Orir COMPLETE MENll in the Strulcnl Directory
Wliicli WiU Be Dutributcd in • Few Weeb.
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PH's Look To
JJright Year
'"I wish we had had the chance
to perform the same night as
Quantico." With these words
Capt. Robert M. Stanborough,
the new moderator of the Perl!lhing Rifles, expressed his confitlence in the quality and excellence of the men known as Company G-1.
THE PERSHING RIFLES besan in 18H at the University of
:Nebraska and came to the Xavier campus in 1947. The organisation's purpose is today the
Bame as it was· 71 years ago: proficiency in leadership and drill,
and the excellence of command.
Their success has been proved by
the large number of awards ·and
llonora bestowed upon the comJl8DY.

The P.R.'s will be sporting
•11 chrome equipment this year.
"11ie rifles and bayonets - they
will use will be entirely chromed
- unlike past years where the
equipment was in its original
color.
Tiie anhrenH:r eemmunib' will
h able to see them perfona
tllis :rear at half-time on Novemller IS. Some of tltelr other e:xblllffie• wUI be at Detroit and a&
tile ·Qaeea CH;r laYitational Drill

Meet.
Captain Stanborough has been
In the Army for eight years. His
previous assignment, b e f o r e
coming here to Xavier, was at
Fort Sill, Okla. He has also spent
three years with our forces in

Patti Romes

Anyone can

Night Life
As the midst of the fall season
approaches, the Xavier Musketeers anticipate not only their
fifth consecutive victory, but
also one of Xavier's best seasons
in years, Last Saturday night's
game with the Cincinnati Bearcats is proof of this.
You are probably wondering
why a column supposedly devoted to happenings in the Evening Division gives mention to
sports. Most assuredly the columnist is not stealing the Sports
News, nor is she trying to replace the competent Aranda, It's
just that Xavier's defeat of its
all-time rivals, the University of
Cincinnati Bearcats, was SO
GREAT that it had to be mentioned.
Quite a few Evening Division
students cheered the Muskies on
at last week's game; however,
as in previous years these night
school students are complaining
about ticket prices. They feel
that, because they too are a part
of Xavier University, some sort
of special rate be given them.

This is true not only .for lootball games, as well as basketball games, but also for other,
university activities. You see,
there is no preference given
Evening Division students over
any local resident who comes
to the games.
This brings us back to a topic
of much discussion in this column , .. that of the issuance of
ID cards to X a vi er Evening
Division Students. As you already know this project of obtaining JD card s for Evening
Division students has been undertaken by the Evening Division Student Council; however,
several members of the day
school have displayed much interest and assistance. Expressing
particular interest in Evening
Division's behalf is Bren Ryan
'66. He has given us some helpful
suggestions.
No matter what the -price most
of us feel it's worth watching
the terrific Muskies challenge
and attain v i c t or y this great
season.

Germany. He expects this to be
a very active year for the organization, both socially and on
campus.
The captain is assisted by Sgt.
Richard Forest, who has worked with the P.R.'s for several
years now. Sgt. Forest was promoted during the summer and

is now a Master Sergeant. He is
presently scheduled to leave for
Korea in January.
Robert Deters is commander
of the group this year. Robert
Spencer and Ronald Kathmann,
who won ROTC scholarships, are
also members of the organization.
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With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you
can erase that goof without a trace.

Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface per·
mits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil
eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.
In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In
handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.
At Stationery Departments.

EATON PAP.ER CORPORATION, PITTSflELD, MASSACHUSETTS

Complete Char-Broiled Steak Dinner
~-LI.

SllLOIN STEAK -

Baked Potato, French Roll, Carden Salad

SERVING TflE MOST- FROM COAST TO COAST
New York

•

Chicago

•

Philadelphia

•it"

t' I

Louisville

•

San Francisco

NOW THRU OCT. 23 (Except Sun.)

CINCINNATI, OHIO
r .. •

•

SHUBERT TONIGHT at 8:30
B

.o I

1\,1 •....,.

Th•alr.,, •Phan• 24i t230

A Theatre Guild Attraction

·EYENINCS AT 8:30 ~.M.
MATS. WEDS, AND SATS. AT 2:00

FOR ALL PERFORMANCES

1'/1e New York Come1ly Smasli!

.YMURRAY
IHISGAL
Production
llJ
Clfi1inll

Directed

MIKE NEHOlS

ll1tian1I Comp1ny St11ed b,

JACK SYDOW
PRICES ITax Incl.)
Orch. I Mezz.
Balcony
-M-o-nd-ay-thr-:.:u~T:=h::..u_rsd_:_:_:ay:::...,,E""ve-=n-c.in'-g-s---;--;$40..85 l $4.35
$3.7~. $2.~
Friday and Saturday Ewe11ings
$5.60 I $4.s=5-i--=-c$3::--:.7=-=5, $2.90
~W:'.!e~d'.!.ne~sd~a~y~111:.::d~Sa:!t-unl~1y:::::;M7a=-:-f=-1n-e117'.--+-.;-$4-;--."oo"--r-I-;$*'3~.40
$2.90, $BO

College men land women)
prefer the look· of
Farah slacks ••• neat, wrinkle-free.
And they wear so much better.

Drink the milk
with the delicious
difference in

taste ~
SLACKS, WALK SHOITS, JEANS
wit II

FaraPress
IM

FARAH MANUFACTURING CO

INC

El PASO

TEXAS

JrenchBauer

-

· Pa«e Eighl
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Jim Lul.:cn

Standing Room Only
I

One-word tit 1 cs are "in"
among the producers of at·t movies. l\Iolion pictures such as The
Silence, The Outrage, and The
Collector have done quite well in
the intimate suburban movie
houses across the nation. In my
estimation, however, they have
not fared so well. T~e Silence
left me just that way-silent.
I went away impressed with
Bergman's cinematography and
film-editing, but his nuance and
symbolism involved were fat· beyond my comtn·chcnsion.
Seeing the highly-acclaimed
Collector several weeks ago did
nothing to enhance my opinion
of movies bearing the gimmickless title (the gimmick must lie
in the fact that there is none).
I failed completely to comprehend the reasons for its classification as an a1·t movie, and found
it lo be more in keeping with a
typical Alfred Hitchcock television script.

With these adverse associations in mind (as far drawn .as
they may be), I journeyed, more
for duty's sake than anything
else, to the Exquire . Theater in
Clifton for the first-run showing
of The Pawnbrolrnr. The movie
was based on the best-selling
novel by Edward Lewis Wallant.
Having read and enjoyed one of
l1is four novels, I was also quite
aware of the possibility of finding so fine a wriler mistreated
by camera and celluloid. But
from its beginning in slow motion flashbacks to the striking
symbolism of the conclusion,
The Pawnbroker methodically
did away with all of my misgivings.
The plot is extremely simple,
nonetheless involving all l h e
complexities of a human mind in
misery and torment. This selftormenled individual is one Saul
Nazzerman, a Jewish bondsman
whose pawnshop is located in the
American ghetto called Harlem.
Rod Steiger plays the bt·oker
who has long ago, in the conccn tra tion camps of Nazi Germany, immunized himself against
all human feelings and emotion,
The father of his mistress cynically describes him as "a walk·
ing death."
"I believe in nothing but
money," he tells his young Puerto Rican employee; and it is of
this idea which he tries to convince himself, as daily be confronts the most wretched individuals, many of whom arc ct·ying out to him or anyone for
the smallest measure of kindness
and Jove lo provide some reason
for their existence. During much
of the movie we see their continuous outcrys almost imperceptively pry into the very being
of the pawnbroker. It is this
gradual evolution of soul which
gives the story its unity and coherence, and much of its beauty.
Wallant, in his novels, has a
remarkable gift for creating an
unforgettable variety of supporting characters. In the b r i e f
glimpse that we catch of each
one, we find an exceptionally
well-defined individual; a complete and often tragic story is
related in a single encounter.
These same characters appear in
the movie; nncl surprisingly, they
lose little of their beauty and
dignity in the transition.
·
It is the relationship of Nazzerman to these, his customers,
thnt furnishes the Jocal point of
the picture. They come to him
bearing all the pains and sins
of humanity; and, for a time, he
remains oblivious to them:
''I'll give you two dollars."

As the movie clrJves with a

desperate pace toward its denouement, the audience, t o.o,
somewhat masochistically, feels
the need of the excruciating pain
of the final scene; while Nazzerman, in the only possible way,
renews his bond to the human
race. In this beautifully symbolic act which ·ends the movie,
he gives perhaps a reason for
his own existence, as well as
ours.

• • •

Billed as "an evening of listcnable jazz," the program which
will play a one-night benefit at
Music Hall on Tuesday, October
19, does benefit to its news release, and then some. The Swingle Singers, critically acclaimed
as the best vocal group working
in jazz today, are famous for
rendering so m e involved ;,ind
often erudite classical music, not
only listenable, but delightful.
Personally I am one of those
eccentric individuals who can
inhale jazz, from the commercial
hard-bop sound to the wildest,
third stream "music" recorded
by Ornelte Coleman, enjoying
every breath. But with classical
music my problem of interpretation increase, and any degree
of involvement is usually long
in coming. Not so with the Swingle Singers. They breeze the listener through Bach, Mozart, and
(yes, Schroeder) Beethoven with
the professional perfection of a
symphony orchestra and the
versatility which only the human voice can create.
George Shearing, of course,
needs no introduction; his style
is smooth and his music pleasant; and in combination with
Ward Swingle's group, the show
offers something unusually exciting for the Cincinnatians who
enjoy good music.

• • •

Briefly, in conclusion, keep
Dave Brubeck in mind, He is
scheduled for the first performance in the "E i g h t O'Clock
Series" on Saturday, October 23.
As a bonus, his quartet will be
playing with the backing of the
entire Symphony Orchestra.

Forum Opens
DR. THOS. F. PETTIGREW,
noted expert on race relations,
will open the 1965-66 Xavier
Forum Series next Thursday at
8:15 p.m. with his speech on
"Ending De Facto Segregation,
the Next American Challenge."
Pettigrew, associate professor
of the Harvard department of
social relations, holds M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees in social psychology from Harvard. Twice elected
to membership in the Council of
the Society for the Psychological
Study of Social Issues, Dr. Pettigrew is a fellow of both the
American Psychological Association and the American Sociological Association.
He has served on the editorial
board of the Journal of Social
Issues and is currently an as•
sociate editor of the American
Sociological ·Review. Dr. Pettigrew combined with E. Q. Camp•
bell to write "Christians in Racial Crises: A Study of the Little
Rock Ministry." His latest book,
"A Profile of the Negro Amer·
lean," was published in 1964.

$1.19

GREGORY'S STEAKS
Phone 4Zl-6688

12'1 E. Sixth St.

Drink the milk
with the delicious
difference in
taste •••

$1.19

Clneinnatl, Ohio

Open 7 Days a Week-Monday 811d Thunday, 11 a.in. to wtldnita;
Friday and Saturday, 4 a.111.; Sundar, 11 to 10.
CHAR·BROILID

12-oz. Sirloln Steak

or

1·1b. Half Chicken

Baked Idaho Potato, Carlie French Roll, Chef Salad Bowl with
Roquefort or Choice of Dressing at No Extra Charge,

ALL FOR $1.19
FISH for Fridays and Lenten Dan
FEATURING OUR MUSKETEER SPECIAL

GREG BORgDER

8 Full Ounces of Cround Beef Served 88O• Toasted lun with laked Potato. ' " " '

BENT·A·CAR

(Same Insurance Coverage)

24 Hr. Day

''DACRON"
make the
Campus scene I
HIGGINS slacks of 55%

Dacron• polyester, 45% wor·
sted wool (as shown) .make

Tlae car• are tlae 1an1e!
The price is the
difference!

$

HIGGINS and

Per Mile
•Bur onlr Iii• , .
rou uH.

DRIVERS MUST BE 21 YEARS OF AGE

a winning combination on
any campus! Great Higgins
styling, plus the built·in
neatness of "Dacron".
Other top favorites are made
of 70% Orlon• acrylic, 301J(,
worsted wool, as well as
special blends of "Dacron"
and "Orlon". Tailored In
traditional Yale and Trim
fit plain front models. At
your favorite stores every•
where.
9t/11 Pont Rf/S. T.M.

l'ree Pick-Up and Deliver,. al AU Hotels and Alrportar

Budget Rent-A-Car -Call 241-6134
123 W. 6th St. •

Lobb7 Parkade Garage

HIGG-1'~
.ff'~r·,<:>,A

